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The 35C1 NQR frequency and spin-lattice relaxation time in SbCl3 have been measured between
10 K and the melting point. The relaxation at low temperatures is attributed to the Raman process.
A Debye temperature of 141 K and covalencies 0.390 and 0.356 are obtained. The latter values
correspond well to those obtained from the NQR frequencies. For the relaxation above 200 K two
more mechanisms are considered.
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ature; Covalency.

1. Introduction
Nuclear quadrupole relaxation, if it is proportional
to T 2 at high temperatures, has often been attributed
to the Raman process. The theory of nuclear quadru
pole relaxation due to the Raman process was first
developed for ionic crystals [1] and later extended to
cases including covalency [2], In [3] we have reported
that the nuclear relaxation in niobium pentahalides
(NbCl5 and N bBr5) can to some extent be explained
by the latter theory, which assumes equivalence of the
ions and axial symmetry about the bond. Those pentahalide-crystals, however, consisting of dimers, in
volve nonequivalent (terminal and bridging) halogen
ions and non-axially-symmetric prt- d n bonds. This
was regarded as the reason for the remaining dis
crepancy between experiment and theory. Thus it was
of interest to study the relaxation in substances satis
fying the above assumptions of the theory.
Antimony trichloride (SbCl3) should suit this pur
pose, because it does involve neither bridging nor
pn- d n bonds. The crystal structure [4, 5] belongs to
the orthorhombic system, space group Pnma. The
unit cell contains four equivalent monomers. Al
though the three chlorine atoms of a monomer occupy
nonequivalent sites, one site I (Cl,) and two site II
(Cl„), the difference in their environment is much
smaller than in the niobium halides. Moreover, for
chlorine nuclei having spin / = 3/2, the spin-lattice
relaxation time Tx can be determined uniquely.
3s.37c i NQR of SbCl3 has been reported by many
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authors [6-15]. However, these studies are limited to
temperatures below 180 K or above room tempera
ture, and do not deal with Tx. The NQR was also
reported for the 121,123 Sb nuclei [6,10,16-20], how
ever the spins being 5/2 and 7/2, the relaxation is
governed by several T,’s, and it is not easy to separate
them uniquely. Besides, since in SbCl3 an Sb atom is
bonded to two types of Cl atoms at different distances,
the theory of [1, 2] cannot be applied to the Sb nuclei.
Since the resonance frequencies of Sb and Cl nuclei
differ much, there is no interaction between their re
laxation, and in this paper we have studied the chlo
rine NQR.

2. Experimental
SbCl3 (Wako Pure Chemical) was used without fur
ther purification. The purity is stated to be higher than
99%. About 15 g of SbCl 3 were sealed in a pyrex
ampoule with a small amount of helium gas, and then
the sample was annealed. In high purity samples, su
percooling down to temperatures several tens of a
degree below the melting point {Tm= 346.6 K) was
reported [21,22]. We also observed supercooling by
more than forty degrees. The measurement of 35C1
NQR was done at thermal equilibrium, which was
reached after 30'. The temperature was regulated
within 0.1 K and measured with a gold-iron vs.
chromel thermocouple below room temperature and a
copper vs. constantan one above it.
The 35C1 NQR was observed with a pulse spec
trometer (Matec, Inc.). The spin echo signal after 90°-
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180° pulses was monitored. At every temperature the
tuning was adjusted to optimize the signal. The signalto-noise ratio of 35C1 nuclei was typically 60 for site I
at 77 K, after 8 times averaging.
was measured by
applying another 90° pulse at a time t in advance and
measuring the echo height as a function of t. By the
least-squares-method the recovery curve could be fit
ted with a single exponential function within a few %.
The whole system was controlled through a Gen
eral Purpose Interface Bus (IEEE-488) line, and the
measurement was carried out automatically using a
program developed for the present purpose.
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3. Results

The 35C1 NQR spectrum of SbCl3 consists of two
lines around 20 MHz. The intensity of the high fre
quency line is about half that of the low frequency line.
The corresponding 37C1 NQR lines were also ob
served. The frequencies vQ agree with those reported
in [6-14]. While the vQ of the high frequency line
exhibits the usual negative temperature dependence,
that of the low frequency line exhibits a much smaller
dependence and below 45 K even a slightly positive
dependence [10].
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of
(35C1). Below 20 K, Ti is too long to be measured
exactly.
at 10 K was estimated to be of the order of
103 sec. This indicates that the value of Ti is intrinsic
and not shortened by magnetic impurities down to
such low temperatures. Above 20 K the slope in the
log-log plot becomes progressively gentler and ap
proaches —2, whereas above 200 K it begins to be
come steeper again. Also, the signal intensity de
creased up to 200 K proportional to T ~ l, whereas
above 200 K the decrease became progressively
steeper toward Tm. A phase transition was reported
for SbCl3 [23]. Brown et al. observed an increase of the
line width above room temperature, followed by a
sudden drop at 342 K [12]. However the transition
point Tx is only a few degrees below Tm and the signal
became too week for an exact determination of vQ and
Tx there.
The ratio Ti-1 (37C1)/T1_1 (35C1) was 0.69 for site I
and 0.72 for site II, at 77 K. Unlike for bromine nuclei,
the squared ratio of the magnetic moments n,
[/i(37Cl)///( 35Cl]2 = 0.69, is not so different from that
of the quadrupole moments Q, [0 ( 37C1)/Q(35C1)]2
= 0.62, and the ratio of
1 involves an error of 10 %.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
time Tj of Cl nuclei in SbCl3.

Thus it is difficult to say, by comparing these ratios,
whether the relaxation is dominated by magnetic
or quadrupolar interaction. On the other hand,
T i'^C ljV T ^^C ln ) at given temperatures is close to
[vq(C1i)/vq (C1„)]2 for the respective nuclear species.
This suggests that the quadrupolar interaction is
dominant.
For the 35C1 nucleus, T2 was 1.5 ms for site I and
1.8 ms for site II, and T2* was 70 |is for site I and 80 ns
for site II, typically at 77 K.
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4. Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Frequency

In the unit cell of SbCl3, four chlorine atoms oc
cupy site I and eight site II, as shown in Figure 2 [5].
The bond lengths a of S b-C l at the two sites are given
in Table 1. From the observed ratio of the signal inten
sities, therefore, the NQR line of higher frequency was
assigned to Clj and that of lower frequency to Cln
nuclei [24]. This assignment is consistent with the usu
ally observed fact that, as covalency increases, the
NQR frequency rises and the bond length shortens.
The dependence of vq (35C1) on temperature T can
approximately be expressed by the polynomial
vq (T) = a _ l T ~ 1 + a0 + a 1 T + a 2 T 2.

(I)

The coefficients are given in Table 2. The temperature
dependence of vQ(Cln) is by a factor 1/5 smaller than
that of Vq (CIj).
In Fig. 2, the distance 3.457 Ä between Cl„ and Sb
of the adjacent molecule is smaller than the sum of the
van der Waals radii (4.0 Ä) [5]. If in addition to the
intramolecular bond of Cl with Sb some intermolecu
lar bonding is assumed, the difference between vQ(Cl„)
and vQ(Cl,), the large values of the asymmetry param
eter r] at Cl„ and the Sb nuclei can be reasonably
explained [25]. Following the analysis of the Sb-B r
bond in pentabromoantimonate(III) [26], if the effect of
the intermolecular bonding on the EFG is assumed to

Table 1. Crystal data and chlorine coupling constant.
N

F(Ä3)

a(Ä) [5]
---------------------I
II

d(g/cm3)

e2Qq3l/h
(MHz) [28]

16

482.3

2.340

3.141

109.74

2.368

Table 2. Expansion coefficients of vQ(7) and standard devia
tion a.
Coefficient and a

Site I

Site II

fl-i/M H z • K
a0/M H z
V M H z - K '1
fl2/M H z K “ 2

-9.65482-10“ 1
21.0507
-1.47530 10“ 2
—2.26217 - 10“ 6

6.54899 10"2
19.3003
2.07238 10"4
-2.11612 • 10“ 6

1.27650-10"3
59 data
(20 to 340 K)

7.62003 • 10-4
74 data
(20 to 345 K)

a (MHz)

Fig. 2. The unit cell of SbCl3 [5]. Closed circles represent Sb
atoms and open ones Cl atoms, for which two sites are shown
by the letters I and II. The z values of the atoms are given in
A. The intermolecular bonding is denoted by the broken line.

be x times the EFG along the primary bond, and the
angle between these bonds is denoted by (p, then rj
(Cl„) can be expressed as a function of x and </>. Since
the average rj (Cln) is reported to be 0.15 [9, 11,14, 25]
and 0 is calculated to be 106.9° [5], we can solve the
relation for x to obtain a value of 0.106. Then the
EFG’s along the primary and intermolecular bonds
are 1.037 and 0.110 times the largest component of the
composed EFG, respectively.
Chihara et al. attributed also the small temperature
dependence of VQ(Cln) to the intermolecular bonding
[10]. The resulting positive temperature dependence
was considered to out-weigh most of the usual nega
tive one. However, part of the difference between the
temperature dependences of the two sites may also be
attributed to the difference in the effectiveness of the
librations in averaging the EFG, arising from the dif
ference in the angles between the libration axes and
the principal z axis.
Bond fluctuation was proposed to explain the Ra
man spectra [27]. However, the effect on the NQR, if
any, will enter vQ and
only as averaged because of
the rapid transfer of electrons.
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4.2 Relaxation Due to the Raman Process

The approach with increasing temperature to a T 2
dependence of the relaxation rate suggests the pres
ence of the Raman process. On the other hand, the
increase of the temperature dependence above 200 K
up to Tm suggests the presence of still another relax
ation mechanism. First the contribution of the Raman
process shall be discussed. For convenience we follow
the notation used in [1-3], but with a few modifica
tions to avoid confusion.
In the case of spin 3/2, the expression for T f 1 due
to the process is derived in [3]:
,_1

T r x=

3 e*Q2 ( r -* >2Hc3
100 n 3 a 1 d 2 v3

(2)

T*2 Z ( N1, + 4 N 2„)D,(T*),

where x = hco/kBT, a> being the angular frequency of
the phonon. Since N „3 and
vanish, only the fol
lowing L v(ka) are needed:

L,(ka) = {Sj}i = { i- i/ (2 f c a )}2,
L2( M = {C?}*2 =

+ i / ( 2 M } 2,

where
S„ = sin (a k ■n), Cn = cos (a k • n) —1,

<7)
and {}k means the average about the direction of k, k
being the wave vector of the phonon, k its magnitude
and n the unit vector from the halogen ion to the metal
one.
4.3 Estimation o f Debye Temperature

V= 1

Introducing a scaling time
where d denotes the density of the crystal, T* the
temperature divided by the Debye temperature dD r
the interionic distance and < >Hmeans the expectation
value with respect to the valence p electron of the
halogen ion. c is defined as c = k D a with the maximum
wave number kD= {6n 2N / V ) il3, N being the number
of atoms in the unit cell of volume V. The sound veloc
ity vs is related with 0D by
(3)

ho)D = hvs kD = kB0D,

where coD is the Debye frequency and k B the Boltz
mann constant.
In [3] the expressions for N /lv(fi = 1,2) were derived
for the halogen nuclei of the MX 5 type transition
metal halides with dimeric structure. Since, if inter
molecular bonding is neglected in SbCl3, each Cl
atom is bonded to a single Sb atom, the expressions
for the terminal halogen atoms in the MX 5 compound
can be applied. That is
N l l = N 12 = 4X>[ 1 - ^ 1

,

N l3 —N 14,— 0, N 2i —N 22 — ^2> -^23

(4)
-^24

where A is a measure of a degree of covalency and k'
its first derivative with respect to r. DV(T*) is defined
as
1IT *

Dv(T*) = T* j

x ex

(<ex - i y

L v(c T* x) dx,

(5)

t

3e4 Q2 <r~3) 2 c3
T

=

100 ft3 a 7 d 2 v?

defined as
(tfn + 4 N 21),

(8 )

we can reduce (2) to the form
(7i T 2) - 1 =

(T

S i r 1 [D, ( T *) + D2 (T*)].

(9)

Then, by fitting (9) to the experimental result, we can
determine dD together with t as fitting parameters.
The integration of (5) was carried out numerically.
The least-squares-fitting was performed for the range
from 20 K to 190 K by assuming a common 0Dfor the
two sites. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3.
The Debye temperature for SbCl3 is not reported,
but it may be estimated from the diagonalized coeffi
cients Bij in the temperature factor of the X-ray anal
ysis [5], The estimated values are 84.8 K to 116.2 K for
C^ and 72.6 to 115.5 K for Cl„, while 106.1 to 121.2 K
for Sb, depending on the directions of the principal
axes. They are low compared with 141.2 K obtained
from Tv At room temperature, where the X-ray anal
ysis was possibly done, the temperature factor may be
affected by thermal motions becoming active toward
Tm. For vs, we obtain a value of 1.476 • 105 cm/sec.
4.4 Estimation o f Covalency

Now we can estimate k from the r using (8 ) with (4).
The e2 Q <r-3 >H is given by (5/4) e2Qqat, e2Qqat be
ing the quadrupole coupling constant for the free
atom. The value of e2 Q qat, obtained from the atomic
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xlO"

was assumed after Yosida and Moriya [2]. For the
repulsive range parameter q [30], hence for the inverse
of —k'/k involved in jVu , a value of 0.345 Ä [2] was
again employed. Then we obtain the values of X in
Table 4. In the table the result for NbCl 5 [3] is also
listed for comparison.
X is defined as the amount of p electron which is
transferred from the halogen ion to the metal ion in
forming covalent bonding and is supposed to produce
the EFG with the largest component along the bond
[2]. It just corresponds [31] to the number of unbal
anced p electrons, / , defined as
(11)

f =

where e2 Q qmol is the coupling constant for the mole
cule and related with the resonance frequency vQ by
2 \ 1/2

2h

TEMPERATURE (K)
Fig. 3. The result of a least-squares-fitting of (9) to the data
up to 190 K for the two sites of Cl atoms in SbCl3. The
broken lines represent the asymptotes at high temperatures.
The inset shows the temperature dependence of (Ti T 2)~ 1 up
to the melting point.

Table 3. Debye temperature 0D and scaling time t.
Site

0d (K)

t (sec)

I
II

141.2

0.1616
0.1992

1+

(12)

Thus, we can compare X determined from Tt with /
determined independently from vQ. Values of 0 ~ 0.06
are reported for r] (Cl,) and 0.14 ~ 0.16 for rj (Cl„)
[9, 11,14, 25]. Since X means the static value, e2Q q mo,
should also be calculated from the static frequency vQ
not involving the thermal effect. This effect may be
properly corrected for by using the value obtained by
extrapolating to 0 K the asymptote of the vQ(T) curve
at high temperatures, in accordance with the Bayer
theory [28]. The estimated values of vQ are 21.3 MHz
for site I and 19.5 MHz for site II. The result for / is
also listed in Table 4.
4.5 Remarks on X and f

Table 4. Two measures of covalency, X and /.
Compound

NbCl5

Site

X

/

I
II

0.390
0.356

0.387
0.355

ax

0.145

0.133

beam experiment, is given in Table 1 [28]. The crystal
structure and the atomic positions are definitely deter
mined for SbCl3 [5,29]. c = kma is calculated to be
2.931 for site I and 2.966 for site II from the data in
Table 1. The relation
xocexp( —r/o)

(10)

The agreement between X and / in Table 4 is sur
prisingly good. However, these values should not be
taken literally, for they involve some ambiguities.
When the fitting is performed with assuming different
0’s for the sites, we obtain by several % lower and
higher 0’s for sites I and II, respectively. Correspond
ingly, we obtain / ’s more than ten % lower and higher
than those in Table 3. In Figure 3, however, even be
low 190 K the curve for site II seems to be influenced
by another mechanism dominant at high tempera
tures. In the temperature factor, the larger values in
volved in the diagonalized B {j for site II may be re
lated with this fact.
In obtaining the value for / in Table 4, the contri
bution from the intermolecular bonding was ne-
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glected. If it is taken into consideration, we obtain a
value of 0.368 for / of the primary bond of Cln and
similarly 0.039 for / of the intermolecular bond. How
ever, the values of X to be compared with these cannot
be obtained from the theory [2 ], which assumes equiv
alence of the ions. The derivation of the expression for
the case including ions at different distances is compli
cated.
Furthermore, we have neglected the anharmonic
Raman (aR) process [32]. In ionic crystals the first
order Raman (IR) process just considered could not
bring about sufficient relaxation, and the aR process
was invoked. The contribution to the relaxation can
not be discriminated in the temperature dependence
from that due to the IR process. For SbCl3 a low
Grüneisen constant is reported [33], but the informa
tion is not sufficient to estimate the magnitude of the
latter contribution. If it cannot be neglected, the pres
ent values of k will become smaller.
Thus, although the fine agreement between X and /
may be accidental, a substantial agreement neverthe
less exists. This is also supported by the comparison
with NbCl 5 in Table 4. The change of / is associated
with a corresponding change of L In molecular crys
tals there may be such mechanism that the IR process
alone can explain the experimental result.

4.6 High Temperature Region

The contribution to Tl~1 from mechanisms other
than the Raman process is given by subtracting the
latter contribution from the experimental Ti-1. When
the logarithm of the remaining part was plotted versus
\/T, a bending line with a steep slope at small 1/T and
a gentle slope at large 1/T was obtained. So the curve
was fitted by two exponential terms:
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